
Tired of technology that doesn’t 

work together? Simplify it with 

EHR-integrated solutions.

Disparate and disconnected technological tools 

create inefficiencies and force your staff to work 
in multiple systems. With Marketplace, you can 
integrate third-party solutions with the EHR.

Marketplace features a variety of categories 
aligned to challenges our customers face.  
Explore 375+ partners to find solutions that 
integrate with your EHR, complete with quick  
and easy implementation. Working with a 
technology vendor you love? Check Marketplace 
to see if integration is already available.

Using Marketplace integrations which offer 
automation and reduce the need for duplicate 
data entry, your organization can reduce time  
and resources spent on manual, burdensome 
tasks, improve staff retention, enhance efficiency 
and accuracy, and focus on resident care.

PointClickCare Marketplace
Maximize the power of your EHR with  
integrated partner solutions

Solution Sheet

One place to view and evaluate integrated apps

Maximize staff productivity to focus on residents

Optimize existing technology investments

How can Marketplace help?

Using a vendor from Marketplace aids us in so 

many ways. It helps us find partners who are the 
right fit without wasting time in the process. It allows us  
to quickly integrate solutions without needing to struggle 

through the rigamarole of manual implementation.  

I don’t have to worry about maintenance and updates. 

PointClickCare works directly with the vendors to make 

sure the solutions comply with security, privacy, and  

state regulations.

Carol Garcia

Director of IT Services   I   Parker Life

With the largest ecosystem of partner solutions integrated directly into 
your EHR, Marketplace makes optimizing your existing technology 
investment efficient, intelligent, and scalable, enabling you to spend more 
time on what matters – your residents.



What can you expect from Marketplace?

The largest ecosystem of integrated partner solutions for  

the senior care continuum

Marketplace partners have been reviewed by PointClickCare, so you  
don’t have to start your search from scratch. With a broad range of 
options available, Marketplace makes it easy to integrate solutions  
that help solve your organization’s challenges.

Integrations that help optimize staff productivity

Make your daily operations simpler, safer, and more cost-effective  
with connected workflows. Integrate new and existing partners with  
the EHR to exchange key data, reducing the need to work across  
multiple systems.

Tools to help you make the most of your technology investments

Marketplace integration simplifies exchange of data between 
PointClickCare and our integrated partners through API-based 
connections. Partner solutions can be enabled quickly and easily  
to provide greater efficiency, cost savings, and connection.

Marketplace can help you maximize the power of your EHR to create efficiencies  
for better staff and resident experiences.

North America’s Most Comprehensive Care Collaboration Network

PointClickCare is a leading healthcare technology platform enabling meaningful collaboration and access  
to real‐time insights at every stage of the patient healthcare journey. 

Scan or click code 
to discover more

https://bit.ly/3V7Dtma

